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State-of-the-Art

• Just-in-time (another word for last minute)
• Social (another word for at the bar in the lobby)
• Flexible (another word for can shoot the bull on anything)
Social-cultural perspective

• Situated in human practices: Which humans, in whose cultures, and what practices?
• Who organises this perspective? / How is the ZPD determined?
How many of you comprehend the term "follicular"?

What does "comprehend" mean?
Social-cultural perspective

• Situated in human practices: Which humans, in whose cultures, and what practices?
• Who organises this perspective? / How is the ZPD determined?
• Tool appropriation: How do different peoples use/appropriate different tools?
Social-cultural perspective

• Situated in human practices: Which humans, in whose cultures, and what practices?
• Who organises this perspective? / How is the ZPD determined?
• Tool appropriation: How do different peoples use/appropriate different tools?
• How do we avoid speaking in tongues?
Cognitive Perspective

• To work together you must work on yourself: Collaboration is communication / interaction
• Self-regulation: Skill that requires both learning, feedback and practice
• Orchestration: Who decides the instruments played and the tune that is played?
Causal design view: World of knowledge
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Technological Perspective

• The medium is not the message just as the radio is not the music
• Scripts and scaffolds are great pedagogical tools, but are not technologies
• Key is adaptability, ubiquity and invisibility, but based on tested pedagogies
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Human Perspective

• Non-obtrusive
• Non-intentional
• Help and not a hindrance /
  Tool and not a task
Broaden your perspective
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